
CLIPSENING                                                                                          Listening through videoclips       
Video #058: Chicago’s best dance school flamenco

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgb0xff-Df8 

Level: 3-4 ESO Variety:  American

Student name: ____________________________________ Group: _______ Date: _________

Objectives:

 Vocabulary related to flamenco

 Awareness of Flamenco in other countries

BEFORE (10') On 16th November, 2010, Flamenco was designated World Intangible Culture Heritage by Unesco.

Activity 1. Can you match these flamenco words to their definitions?

a) COMPÁS   b) DUENDE   c) ZAPATEO   d) JALEO   e) TACÓN   f) LETRA   g) BAILAOR   h) TOCAOR

1) an intense emotional state which is key to the passion 
of flamenco

2) to do flamenco footwork

3) A professional flamenco dancer 

4) shouts of encouragement to the artist performing

5) heel sound

6) a flamenco guitarist

7) the verse of singing 

8) the flamenco rhythmic cycle 

LISTENING (10')Activity 2. Tick the correct answer for these questions

1.What is the name of the TV presenter? a) Brittney Hawking b) Brittney Payton

2.What’s the school dance speciality? a) avaliable for adults b) available at any age

3.What other styles of dance does Brittney mention? a) salsa & merengue b) salsa& swing

4.Flamenco makes you express a wide range of… a) movements b) emotions

5.One of the dancers loves the music because it’s so… a) romantic b) emotional

6.Which foot does Rosetta( flamenco teacher) put forward? a) right b) left

7.The black-haired woman says that she is improving her…  a) gesture b) posture

8.How many people are there in the dance room? a) 6 people b) more than 6 people

AFTER (10')  How much do you know about flamenco? Discuss your answers with your classmates:

1. According to you,what is Flamenco?

2. With which Spanish region do you associate this dance?

3. Do people like flamenco  only in Spain or in other countries too?

4. Which musical instruments are used in Flamenco? Name some of them.

5. Do you know the names of some Flamenco styles?

6. Have you ever seen  a flamenco show? Where? (At a theatre, a flamenco club, a festival, on television or the 

internet) Did you like it ? Tell the others about it.

7. Have you ever been to a family celebration or a social event where people danced Flamenco? What was the 

occasion? What was it like? Did you enjoy it?

8. In your opinion, what kind of feelings does Flamenco inspire?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgb0xff-Df8

